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Abstract
Wepresent a quantitative, systematic study of the polarization of the Zeemanmagnetic sublevels of
theNV-defect in diamond as a function ofmagnetic field alignment relative to theNV-defect axis. The
orientation dependence ofNV-polarization in the lab frame is accounted for by aWigner rotation of a
constant defect frame polarization.We alsofind that theNV-defect level polarizations varywith the
P1 defect concentration, and that the polarization of thems=0 state with optical pumping decreases
from46% to 36% in samples as P1 concentrations vary from20 ppm to 100 ppm, respectively.

Introduction

The negatively charged nitrogen vacancy center (NV-) is an electronic spin-1 defect in diamond consisting of a
substitutional nitrogen, an adjacent carbon vacancy, and an electron donated from elsewhere in the lattice [1].
A difference in intersystem crossing rates between thems=0 andms=±1 excited state levels results in spin
polarization into thems=0 sublevel upon optical pumping [2]. NV-centers have applications in numerous
fields, includingmagnetometry [3], nuclear spin polarization [4–12], and quantum information processing [13].
Whilemany applications utilize single defects alignedwith an appliedmagnetic field, understanding orientation
dependence ofNV-polarization is important for applications involving ensembles of defects in single crystals as
well as defects in nanodiamonds. For example, significant bulk 13Cnuclear polarization has beenmeasured in
NV-doped diamonds subject to optical pumping of the ensemble ofNV-defects at large (7 T)magnetic fields
[5, 14]. The quantummechanical processes that yield this nuclear hyperpolarization remain unclear, and
modeling the phenomena likely requires an understanding of eachNV-defect polarization at a given orientation
to thefield. Previous work shows themaximumNV-polarization occurs when theNV-defect axis is alignedwith
an appliedmagnetic field and has been observed to decrease withmisalignment through spin dependent
photoluminescence [2, 15] and defect-mediated nuclear polarization [4].

Polarization into thems=0 sublevel can be quantified through a comparison of dark and optically
illuminated EPR spectra [16, 17]. Herewe use thatmethod to study of the effect ofmagnetic field orientation on
the polarization of theNV-Zeeman sub-levels.We further introduce a differentmethod for calculating these
polarizations that does not rely on assumptions about the relativemagnitudes ofms=±1 polarization [16, 17].
ThemaximumNV-polarizations are compared across a number of samples with varyingNV- and P1 defect
concentrations.

Experimentalmethods

The sample used for the orientation study is anHPHTType Ib diamondwith a 〈100〉 out-of-plane orientation
purchased fromElement 6 and treatedwith 1 MeV electron irradiation (PrismGem) and subsequently annealed
at 800 °C for 2 h under 9%H/91%He gas flow. The sample was characterized previously [14]with an
NV-concentration of 1.9±0.2 ppm and a P1 concentration of 24±3 ppm.X-ray diffractionwas used to
determine the in-plane crystal orientation to be 〈110〉 along the sample edges and 〈100〉 along the corners.
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The samples used to probe polarization as a function of defect concentration have also been characterized
previously [14].

X-bandCWEPR experiments were performed at room temperaturewith amodifiedActive Spectrum©

extended range benchtop EPR system.Optical access to the sample was added perpendicular to themagnetic
field direction bymounting a 45°mirror underneath an existing hole in the bottomof themicrowave cavity.
Samples weremounted on the end of afiberglass rod cut at an angle that allowed one of the fourNV-defect axes
to be alignedwith thefieldwhile exposing the large diamond face to the direction of laser propagation. The
microwave power incident on the cavitywas set to 0.001 58 mW. Spectrawere recordedwith 100 data points per
mTusing a conversion time of 100 ms, amodulation frequency of 43 kHz, and amplitude of 0.2 mT.Defect
alignment relative to themagnetic fieldwas adjusted by rotating the samplemount about the laser propagation
axis (last step infigure 2(d)). Sample position relative to the fieldwas determined by adjusting azimuthal and
polar angles in an EasySpin simulation of the EPR spectrumuntil NV-peak positionsmatched those of the
experimental spectrum [18]. A sample EPR spectrum and simulation overlay are depicted infigure 2(a). NV-
parameters used in the EasySpin simulation are given in table 1. The symmetry of the diamond crystal dictates
that for each orientation of a crystal axis in themagnetic field therewill be four orientations of theNV-defect
axis. Thus every EPR spectrumprovides data for four unique defect orientations relative to themagnetic field.
EasySpin simulationswere also used to correctly assign the two transitions asms=0 toms=+1 orms=0 to
ms=−1, which change sides of the spectrumunder certain orientations.

Spectra were acquiredwith (1 scan) andwithout (30 scans) 30.6 mWmm−2 of 532 nm circularly polarized
laser light at each sample orientation. A laser saturation curve for several samples is shown infigure 1 and
discussed in the context ofNV-polarization as a function of defect concentration later in themanuscript. Using
circularly polarized light and rotating the sample about the laser propagation axis allowed field alignment to be
adjustedwithout introducing differences in laser absorption. The resulting spectrawere fit to sums offirst

Table 1.Parameters used in EasySpin simulation ofNV- andP1X-band
EPR spectrum.

Parameter Value Reference

gNV 2.0028 Loubser and van

Wyk [21]
gP1 2.0024 Smith et al [22]
DNV 2880 MHz Loubser and van

Wyk [21]
AP

N
1

14 =Â 81 MHz

=A 115 MHz

Smith et al [22]

AP
C

1
13 =Â 141.8 MHz

=A 340.8 MHz

Cox et al [23]

Figure 1.Normalized laser saturation curves for several diamonds viameasuredNV-EPR signals. Dashed lines are guides for the eye.
Data acquired under illumination by a 532 nm laserwith 5 mmbeamdiameter. Laser intensity was adjusted by increasing laser power
from 50 to 750 mW.Red circle data points are from the diamond used in theNVpolarization as a function offield alignment study.
Defect concentrations were found using spin counting EPR techniques in a previous study [14].
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Figure 2. (a) Single scanX-bandCWEPR spectrumunder 30.6 mW mm−2 of 532 nmcircularly polarized illumination (black)with
insets of EasySpin simulation (red) usingNV-angles relative to B0field of 1.4°, 71.9°, 70.3°, 69.5°. Sample orientationwasmanually
adjusted in the simulation until bestfit to the data. Central peaks emanate from the P1 centers. (b)NV-EPR peaks from (a) (black)fit
to sums of Tsallian curves (red). (c)NV-EPR spectra (30 scans)without illumination (black)fit to sums of Tsallian curves (red).
Spectra in (b) and (c)were acquired at the same orientation. Vertical axis in (c) is scaled 340x greater than in (b). (d)Crystalmounting
procedure and final orientation relative toB0 and the laser propagation axis for experimental data and corresponding simulations
depicted in (a). Ball and stickmodel represents diamond lattice accurately oriented relative to the faces and edges of the diamond
crystal (purple square). Gray circle represents bottomof samplemount used in the EPR cavity.
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derivative Tsallian lineshapes [19]. To avoid baseline problems and formore accurate results [20], double
integrationwas carried out on line fits of the derivative spectra. An example EPR spectrum and fits are depicted
infigures 2(b) and (c).

Populations of the threeNV-eigenstates under illuminationwere calculated using the following set of
equations (appendices A andB):

= - -+ +
+

+
( ) ( )P P P P

A

A
, 11,L 0,L 0,D 1,D

,L

,D

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥= + - + --

-

-
+

+

+
( ) ( ) ( )P P P

A

A
P P

A

A

1

3
1 , 20,L 0,D 1,D

,L

,D
0,D 1,D

,L

,D

= - -- -
-

-
( ) ( )P P P P

A

A
, 31,L 0,L 0,D 1,D

,L

,D

where subscripts L andD represent light and dark experiments, respectively. The subscripts+1, 0, and−1
represent the correspondingNV-magnetic sublevel, and+and−represent the 0 to+1 and 0 to−1NV-EPR
transitions, respectively. P is the population of the energy level andA is the EPRdouble integral. Thermal
populations in the darkwere calculated fromBoltzmann distributions usingmeasured experimental
temperatures and calculated energies at the experimental defect orientations.

NVpolarization as a function offield alignment

Figure 3 shows the calculatedNV-populations as a function ofNV-bond axis angle relative to themagnetic field.
When themagnetic field is aligned parallel to theNV-defect axis the derived population of thems=0 state is
0.45±0.02, in agreement with room temperature X-band values reported previously in the literature
(0.42±0.04) [16]. The populations ofms=±1were confirmed to be equal within experimental error. Our
error in the calculatedNV-bond axis angle relative to the field is estimated to bewithin 0.5° based onmultiple
EasySpin fits to the same spectrum. Thus the error is approximately equal to themarker size infigure 3. To
determine error in the calculated populations (±0.02) shown infigure 3,multiple spectrawere acquired at the
same orientation, separatelyfit, and integrated. This error is perhaps best assessed from the spread in
populations around 70°misalignment (figure 3).While the orientations were never exactly reproduced, wefind
a variation of approximately 0.04 in the clustering of data points.

Under perfect alignment of theNV-bond axis with themagnetic field, the lab frame and defect frame are
identical and the Zeeman eigenstates are quantized along the defect axis. AWigner rotation can be applied to this
defect frame population to predict the lab frame population at a different orientation assuming the defect-frame
population is independent of alignment (appendix A). The curves infigure 3 represent afit to the data of a
Wigner rotation of 0.42(0.29) aligned population for thems=0(±1) states into the laboratory frame at various

Figure 3.Polarization ofNV-Zeeman eigenstates under 30.6 mW mm−2 of circularly polarized 532 nm illumination as determined
from equations (1)–(3) and theX-band spectra. The lines represent calculated populations usingWigner rotations of theNV-bond-
aligned polarizations into the lab frame.
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orientations. The reasonablefit to the data indicates that the defect-frameNV-polarization is constant as a
function of defectmisalignment with the field.

NV-polarization as a function of defect concentration

NV-polarizations of defects alignedwith their bond axis parallel withmagnetic fieldweremeasured for eight
Type 1bHPHTdiamondswith varyingNV- and P1 (substitutional nitrogen) concentrations. Polarizationwas
found to decrease with increasingNV-concentration as well as increasing P1 concentration, as seen infigure 4,
but did not trendwith the ratio ofNV-to P1 concentrations (appendix C). Polarization into thems=+1 and
ms=−1 states were equal in all samples. The experiments were all performed at 30.56 mWmm−2 laser
intensity, which falls on a different region of each sample’s laser saturation curve as shown infigure 1. The
samples with>7 ppmNV-were all past saturation at this intensity andwould be expected to have larger
polarizations at lower laser intensities based onfigure 1. It is unexpected that higherNV-concentration samples
saturated at lower laser intensities. Increased concentrations of P1 centersmay decreaseNV-polarization
through increasing relaxation [24] or through facilitatingNV-toNV0 photo-ionization [25–27]. Photo-
ionization increases with laser intensity [25–27], andmay explain the observed laser saturation trends.
Additional studies of the influence of laser intensity onNV-polarization using a larger sample pool with greater
variation in defect concentrations are needed to further understand these observed trends.

The significant increase inNV-polarizationwith decreasing P1 concentration is consistent with previously
observed optically pumped nuclear polarizations in these samples at highmagnetic fields [7]. Only samples with
approximately 20 ppmP1 centers had observable 13C polarization at room temperature and 7 and 9.4 Tfields.

Summary and conclusions

Wehave presented a systematic study ofNV-polarization as a function ofmagnetic field orientation relative to
theNV-bond axis and defect concentration. NV-polarizations were found to be constant in the defect frame at
X-band field strengths. The experimentally observed orientation dependencewas fully accounted for by a
Wigner rotation of theNV-bond axis frame into the laboratory frame.NV-polarization of thems=+1 and
ms=−1 states were confirmed to be equal using a straightforwardmethod for separately calculating their
polarizations. NV-polarization of aligned defects was found to trendwithNV- andP1 concentrations, but not
their ratio. Polarization intoms=0 varied from46% to 36% in samples where P1 concentrations varied from
20 to 100 ppm, respectively, andNV-concentrations varied from1.4–9 ppm,

These results affirm the use of constant Zeeman level polarizations in the defect frame for all orientations of
theNV-defect relative to themagnetic field. Thismagnetic field orientation independence is an important
consideration for applications utilizing ensembles of defects in single crystals and defects in nanodiamonds.
Further, the significant increase inNV-polarization in diamondswith lower P1 concentrations provides a design
metric for future sample optimization for applied spin technologies.
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AppendixA. Rotating theHamiltonian into the lab frame

Wigner rotationswere used to rotateHamiltonian terms into the same reference frame. TheNV-center
Hamiltonian is composed of three terms, representing the Zeeman interaction, the zerofield splitting
interaction, and crystal strain. For this paper, we chose to put all interactions into the laboratory frame, whichwe
define as having a z-axis parallel to the appliedB0field of the X-band EPR apparatus. The traditional Zeeman
term interaction (γB0Sz) is therefore already in the correct frame.However, the zero field splitting

+( ( – ( ) ))D S S S 1 3z
2 / and crystal strain ++ -( ( ))E S S2 2 terms are represented in the defect frame and need to

be rotated into the laboratory frame.

Wefirst represent the terms as spherical tensors m
w( ˆ )( )

T ,whereω is the rank of the tensor.We then
determine theWigner Rotation m

w( )( )Dq needed to transform the tensor into the newbasis, which is defined by
the relationship:

å=m
w

w
w
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q q q
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Weuse the secular approximation that q=0 because only ( )T0
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zerofield splitting and crystal strain terms are rank 2. Based on the change in angularmomentum induced by the
spin operators, it is easy to see that the zero field splitting and crystal strain terms belong toμ=0 andμ=±2,
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TheNV-Hamiltonian in the laboratory frame is then:
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The following expressions relate the laboratory-frame populations (P+1,P0,P−1) to the defect-frame
populations ( ¢ ¢ ¢+ - )P P P, , ,1 0 1 through aWigner Rotation
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Appendix B.Derivation of polarization equations

Equations (1)–(3) in themain text were derived by rearranging equations (B.1)–(B.3). Given the experimental
restriction of operating in the linear regime of the power saturation curve, the double integral of the dispersive
EPR line shapes is proportional to the population difference of the states involved in the transition.
Equations (B.1) and (B.2) relate the ratios of population differences to EPR signal area for each of the
NV-transitions. Equation (B.3) states that the fractional populationsmust add up to unity

-
=
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+
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+
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AppendixC. Lack of trend forNV-polarization as a function of [NV-]/[P1]

Figure C.1 shows the sameNV- population data from figure 4 of themain text plotted as a function of the ratio of
NV- and P1 concentrations. Onemight expect that theNV-polarizationwould be greater as the ratio of
[NV-]/[P1] is increased due to greater distances betweenNV- and P1 and therefore decreased interactions
leading to relaxation and photoionization, but that was not observed.
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